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Taking the herbs, Haoden Ye went directly to the construction site.

In two days, the building renovation was almost complete.

With Li Daniu and his wife there, Haoden Ye wasn’t supervising the
construction site at all, and the work was still very good.

“Ye, why are you free today, looking at the situation, it’ll be another three to
five days!”

When Li Daniu saw that Haoden Ye was here, he even brought over a bottle
of water with a silly smile.

“Thank you very much,” Haoden Ye took the water and patted Li Daniu’s
shoulder.

Li Daniu was covered in dust, and so was his daughter-in-law, the formerly
showy and beautiful village woman, now covered in dirt and dust on her face.

But you can tell that the couple is now smiling from the bottom of their hearts.

“Your parents are still in the country, right? When I make some money, I’ll buy
your parents a suite!”

Haoden Ye suddenly rang up Li Daniu’s parents and smiled.

“Thanks Yeh!”Li Daniu was moved to tears.



Keeping Li Daniu busy, Haoden Ye asked two workers to move the herbs to
the basement.

Letting the workers leave, Haoden Ye started a new round of medicine
refining.

According to the pharmacology he learned from the koi fish, Haoden Ye put
the herbs inside the divine farming tripod according to the proportions.

With the addition of the herbs, a faint red light was emitted from inside the
Shen Nong Ding.

“It seems it also knows that these herbs are precious!”

Haoden Ye sighed in his heart and began to silently recite the method of
quenching herbs.

According to the steps, it takes three parts to refine this pill.

The first step requires quenching and purifying the originally unprocessed
herbs, once for each herb.

Purple pearls, for example, need to be ground into a powder and the essence
of the inside extracted.

In the past, this process would have taken Haoden Ye nearly three days, and
it was very time consuming and laborious.

But using the Shen Nong Ding, it only takes a short two hours.

As the quenching began, Haoden Ye felt the temperature rise around him, and
the entire basement was enveloped in the light emitted by the divine farming
tripod.



And the medicinal herbs inside the Shen Nong Tripod began to emit a delicate
fragrance.

Suddenly, Haoden Ye’s body shook, only to feel a hot current running into his
heart veins!

“What the hell!”Haoden Ye fiercely opened his eyes and saw the red glow
inside the Divine Farmer Tripod, while a red light was drilling into his body.

The blazing sensation from the meridians caused Haoden Ye great pain.

Four words popped out of his mind, “Shen Nong Heavenly Tribulation!”

“What’s going on, I didn’t use koi fish, so why is there a holocaust!”

The blazing sensation inside his body heated up, and Haoden Ye only felt as if
his body was burning.

“Could it be that it’s not just the use of koi fish that will be met with a
holocaust, but if I do too many ungodly things, the holocaust could come at
any time?”

Seeming to understand something, Haoden Ye quickly made a wish to the koi
fish.

“Counteract the holocaust!”

Wishes were made and the bubbles in the dantian began to disappear.

That blazing sensation in Haoden Ye’s body was also disappearing, and
gradually, only three red bubbles were left from the original colorful bubbles!

“Hey, let’s hope it’s not a loss!”



Haoden Ye thought of Lin Xiang, helping her refine medicine this time would
obviously reverse her fate, and it wasn’t surprising that there was a holocaust.

Preparing to continue refining medicine, Haoden Ye suddenly had a strange
feeling.

He felt as if he and the Shen Nong Ding were one, and he could see what was
going on inside the Shen Nong Ding.

The colorful herbs were quenched by the blazing flames inside, and the
essence began to seep out a little.

Part of it condensed, and part of it actually floated into the Shen Nong Ding!

“It’s beautiful!”Haoden Ye subconsciously wanted to reach out and touch it,
but just at this moment, a five elements hand appeared in front of him!

“I get it!”

Instantly, Haoden Ye suddenly realized what the holocaust had just been
about!

When he was using the Divine Farmer Tripod to refine the herbs, the Tripod
itself absorbed the essence of the herbs.

Only the amount absorbed was so small that it was undetectable.

In return, the Divine Farmer Tripod would extract the maximum amount of
essence from the herbs, so it was also a steady profit for those who refined
the medicine.

And the essence absorbed makes a qualitative change in the Shen Nong
Ding.



This time, the Divine Peasant Tripod should have changed once again, with
the effects upgrading, and the method of using it upgrading as well!

In the past, the Divine Farming Tripods were all automatic, and although the
results were better than manual concoctions, the people who concocted them
couldn’t know what was going on inside, and even more so, they couldn’t
operate them.

But now Haoden Ye could manipulate how to concoct medicine, increasing the
effects of the herbs to the extreme!

“In other words, the Heavenly Tribulation just now was a test of me by the
Shen Nong Ding!There’s no way I can do that if I’m reversed by flames!”

Thinking of this, Haoden Ye sighed in his heart.

No wonder no one dares to use such a good divine farming tripod by now,
every time it is used, it is also very dangerous!

Haoden Ye used his mind to urge his hands inside the Shen Nong Tripod to
hold the essence of various herbs in his palms and began to quench them full!

According to the effect of the Divine Peasant Tripod, this quenching should
last at least six hours, however, now, Haoden Ye could shorten the time to
three hours.

The inexhaustible Earth Qi was constantly increasing the temperature inside
the Shennong Cauldron, and the quenching of the medicinal herbs was
becoming faster and faster.

Unconsciously, time flew by, and when Haoden Ye opened his eyes again, he
found himself covered in sweat!

The light in the room faded and the sacred tripod quieted.



Eye fell on the divine peasant tripod, Haoden Ye eyes is one, the color of the
divine peasant tripod is even more lustrous, actually faintly a feeling of jade!

Without hesitation, Haoden Ye hurriedly got up and pressed the mechanism,
and a pill fell down.

The bright red pills were like a comb-over cherry and were mouth-watering.

“This is the pill that can recast the Human Yang Vein, right!”

The name of the pills was unknown to Haoden Ye, as there was no record of it
inside the koi fish either.

Ding!

There was a soft ringing in his ears, and Haoden Ye subconsciously lowered
his head, but saw another pill drop down inside the Divine Farmer Tripod.

It’s much smaller than the red pills, and the color is golden.

After picking up the pills Haoden Ye brought it up to his nose and sniffed it, a
face couldn’t help but blush a little.

“Yiyang Dan!”

What this pill does is…aphrodisiac!

Not that kind of aphrodisiac, of course, but enhancing the Yang pulse.

However, the Yang Vein connected to the man’s side, so by taking this pill,
Haoden Ye’s side would naturally be enhanced as well.



The enhancement effect depended on one’s physique, and for Haoden Ye, it
was equivalent to a two-fold increase!

Moreover, even a sixty-year-old man can immediately regain his youthful state
after taking this.

It just doesn’t last long!

Looking at the pills, Haoden Ye swallowed his saliva.

This was the pill of countless men’s dreams ah, and among the aphrodisiac
pills he already knew now, this pill was considered the very best of the lower
middle class .It’s good!

According to the records, there were several other kinds of pills that were a
little stronger, and the effect was stronger than one.

Some of them conquered a dozen beauties in one night without a problem!
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Opening his mouth, Haoden Ye ate the pills.

A warm current surged in the dantian and flowed through the eight odd
meridians, making Haoden Ye feel invigorated.

Now if there was a girl beside him, Haoden Ye could just put her on the spot.

And as his mind grew earlier and earlier, the flow of warmth was confused.

Haoden Ye was shocked and hurriedly took in his mind, allowing the warmth
to flow through his body force, gradually calming down.



For a long time, Haoden Ye opened his eyes and only felt relaxed.

“How come there’s an extra Yiyang Pill?”Haoden Ye’s heart was strange.

During the refining process, Haoden Ye didn’t see any other pills forming.

But he had already seen the effects of the Shen Nong Tripod, and it was very
likely that it was a special effect of the Shen Nong Tripod.

One had to know that the procedure of refining a Yiyang Pill was also very
tedious, and since he was able to get one for nothing, Haoden Ye was also
very happy in his heart.

With his eyes falling on the rest of the herbs, Haoden Ye began to think about
his plan to repay the loan.

He still had plenty of herbs left over from the purchase, plus enough other pills
to refine some high level pills.

“Thirty Tongluo Pills, fifty Fertility Raising Pills…”

Haoden Ye roughly calculated that if the price was raised a bit, it could be sold
forty to fifty million, and part of this money would be used to return to Zyden,
and part could be compensated to the company.

Just do what you say you’re going to do, or start continuing the alchemy.

After the tedious alchemy procedure was done, Haoden Ye put away the pills
and his stomach immediately whimpered.

When I looked at the time, it was six o’clock in the evening.



Haoden Ye quickly packed up all the pills and headed to come out from the
basement.

The workers were eating their next lunch, and Haoden Ye leaned over to join
them.

At first, the bitter workers were a little nervous, thinking that Haoden Ye was a
big boss, and they relaxed during a conversation.

Haoden Ye was a person without a shelf, speaking in an approachable
manner, and chatting made them feel no pressure.

After the next lunch, Haoden Ye ran off to find Jiao Yuchun.

Everyone in the Spiritual Medicine Hall knew him and knew that this was a
good friend of Professor Hua and Dr. Jiao, and they even brought Haoden Ye
to find Jiao Yuchun.

When Haoden Ye arrived at Jiao Yuchun’s office, there was already a person
sitting there.

“Haha, say Cao Cao Cao, here comes Dr. Ye!”Jiao Yuchun saw Haoden Ye
and stood up with a smile.

The man also stood up, and Haoden Ye recognized that he was the host of
that day.

“Are you busy now?I’ll leave you alone if there’s something!”Haoden Ye took a
look at the host to Jiao Yuchun.

“Haha, we’re both talking about you!”



Jiao Yuchun pointed at the host, “His name is Feng Lanping, he’s from our
Spiritual Medicine Hall South China, blocking to be an apprentice, he’s a good
friend of mine!”

Feng Lan Ping extended his hand to Haoden Ye, who shook his hand and
said curiously, “What are you guys talking about me?”

Feng Lan Ping smiled slightly and swept his eyes examiningly around Haoden
Ye’s body, “I really can’t tell, so the alchemy technique that has been gradually
catching fire recently was initiated by you!”

Haoden Ye looked a block away, his gaze open to Jiao Yuchun.

Jiao Yuchun gave him a reassuring look and smiled, “Don’t worry that’s it,
Brother Feng is our Spiritual Medicine Hall specializing in the medicinal herbs
business, he knows many of the secrets of the Spiritual Medicine Hall very
well, he won’t spread this matter!”

Haoden Ye laughed bitterly in his heart, and he wasn’t sure if he could trust
this wind blue screen.

Seeing that he still had doubts, Feng Lan Ping smiled, “Mr. Ye knows that I’m
a businessman, and I’m responsible for part of the Spiritual Medicine Hall’s
business in South China, and since I’m a businessman, I won’t stop doing
things that are good for me!”

Saying that, he unconsciously revealed a smile at the corner of his mouth, “Do
you know how much more I made at the last auction because of your
participation?”

Haoden Ye was startled, he didn’t know much about the auction side of things,
so he looked at the wind blue screen in confusion.

Raising two fingers, Wind Bluescreen smiled, “Twelve million!”



Haoden Ye’s face instantly changed, he remembered that the total amount of
herbs auctioned off that day were less than 100 million, and Feng Lan Ping
was able to get 100 million!

“I don’t understand the rules of an ordinary auction house, we don’t have a
pricing for the sale of herbs!After all, this isn’t something mass-produced, and
every herb has different medicinal properties!”

With a slight smile, the wind bluescreen looked proud.

“So whether or not I can sell it for a good price all depends on my mouth, so
there’s a lot of commission from the auction in terms of herbs!”

“Of course, that’s only the commission within the estimable price, but if you
sell it at a few times higher, the commission is even higher!”

Hearing the wind blue screen explanation, Haoden Ye was not calm, an
auction of over ten million, he wanted to go to a high auction!

No wonder Jiao Yuchun was so sure that Feng Lan Ping could keep his
secret, he was considered one of his golden masters!

“Brother Wind came to see me today because he wants to discuss a business
deal!”Jiao Yuchun saw that Haoden Ye understood the meaning of the wind
blue screen and quickly said.

Haoden Ye looked puzzled once again, Feng Lan Ping and Jiao Yuchun
looked at each other, and Jiao Yuchun smiled, “I want to take your pills or
formulas to auction!”

Haoden Ye suddenly came to a realization and gazed at the wind blue screen.

The current Feng Lan Ping looked a little nervous, and although he tried his
best to hide it, the thirsty light in his eyes could not be concealed.



Alchemy was just emerging right now, but the only real patriarch was Jiao
Yuchun here.

Many of the alchemy techniques in society today are basically fake, with the
occasional real one that works very poorly.

Carefully chanting, Haoden Ye began to ponder Jiao Yuchun’s words.

He was now committed to developing alchemy, but when he actually went to
alchemy, he realized that it was very difficult.

Some common formulas, such as headache medicine, could be concocted
without too much skill, but even this most common formula was very
troublesome for a doctor like Jiao Yuchun to concoct.

And for a high-grade pill like the Jade Dew Pill, I’m afraid ordinary people
could only use the Divine Farmer Tripod to concoct pills!

If the recipes for these pills were made public, not only would they not
contribute to society, but they would harm some people.

“I have a lot of recipes here, but very few of them actually work!”Haoden Ye
cupped his chin.

This clearly had the meaning of agreement, and Feng Lan Ping was delighted
as he quickly said, “It doesn’t matter, only pills will do!You tell me the potency
and cost of the pills, and I’ll set the price!”

Hearing his words, Haoden Ye looked at Jiao Yuchun, who understood what
he meant and quickly said, “Don’t worry, I can trust Old Brother Feng, and this
sign of our Spiritual Medicine Hall is the license of the FDA, as long as we sell
it, the FDA won’t even ask questions!”



“All right then!”Haoden Ye nodded gently and took out the pills he had just
made, “This is what I made today!”

Seeing Haoden Ye’s agreement, Wind Blue Screen was overjoyed.
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“These pills, give me a week and I can operate out sixty million for you!”

After listening to Haoden Ye’s explanation of the medicinal properties, Feng
Lan Ping immediately raised six fingers.

Hearing his words, Haoden Ye was directly stunned.

These herbs, he had expected to sell at most ten million or so.

And the wind-blue screen talks like money isn’t money.

“So much!”Haoden Ye looked at the wind-blue screen with both eyes wide
open.

With a slight smile, Feng Lanping picked up a pill and said, “For example, this
An Embryo Pill, do you know how many elderly women are willing to pay
100,000 for it?This is still just an ordinary customer, if they’re rich, if they’re
asked for a million they’ll buy it!”

After saying that, he picked up a few more pills and smiled, “I’m not afraid of
your jokes, I also know quite a few people in the rich people’s circle, I’ll take
these pills around their circle first and let them try the effect!”

Said a smug smile.



“With all these rich people advertising, it’s considered a small amount for you
to sell these herbs for 60 million!”

With a glance at Jiao Yuchun, Haoden Ye was pleasantly surprised and
nodded, “Good, I’ll leave these herbs to you!”

Suddenly thought that he still had a rejuvenation pill in his hand, this was an
extra one from the last time when he was refining for Zhou Xiaojun, Haoden
Ye originally wanted to give it to Maya Shen, but he was busy these two days
and forgot about it.

After thinking about it, Haoden Ye decided not to sell it, after all, no amount of
money was better than his wife.

After discussing the business, Feng Lan Ping happily returned with the herbs.

Haoden Ye was also in a very good mood, and after chatting with Jiao
Yuchun, he left the Spiritual Medicine Hall.

On the drive home, Haoden Ye couldn’t help but hum a tune.

“Brother Zhao, I’ve made inquiries, he’s heading to the pharmacy!”

There was a limousine parked on a main road, in which Zhao Chengyu and
Lin Feng sat opposite each other.

With a glass of high-grade red wine in hand, Zhao Chengyu looked at Lin
Feng with slanted eyes, “Learn, if you want to fix someone, you don’t have to
be his enemy, sometimes you also have to learn to start as a friend!”

“Yes yes!”Lin Feng gave a thumbs up to Zhao Chengyu.



This young master of the Zhao family can truly be said to have courage and
resourcefulness!

He came to Dan City only two days ago, and has already gained Haoden Ye’s
trust, and when he becomes a friend, Zhao Chengyu wants to fix Haoden Ye,
isn’t it simple?

Thinking of Haoden Ye’s possible outcome, Lin Feng’s lips revealed a smile of
relief.

“Let’s get you set up with all the people you’ve arranged?”Zhao Chengyu’s
eyes showed a touch of contempt when she saw him sneer.

A member of the Lin family, but he doesn’t even have a brain.

“Arrangements have been made!They’ve all just been released, and they’re all
a bunch of outlaws!”Lin Feng smiled heedlessly.

“That’s good, you go watch them work!”Zhao Chengyu really didn’t want to
stay with this useless dude, feeling like he was affecting his intelligence.

The car drove fast on the road, Haoden Ye was in a good mood and stepped
on the gas pedal very deeply.

Maybach speed top speed is not inferior to Ferrari, but Haoden Ye has been
afraid to drive fast, if the crash, repair it will cost millions.

Just as the car passed through an intersection, a car came out of nowhere
across the road.

Haoden Ye had only crossed the intersection after watching the green light,
not expecting anyone else to run the red light, and the car didn’t even dodge,
obviously coming at his own car.



At this point, if you rush the steering wheel, his car has to tip over.

Pressing the gas pedal hard, Haoden Ye hurriedly dodged the car, however
the car had no intention of dodging him and came straight at him.

It was good that Haoden Ye reacted quickly and the car still stopped in time.

Getting down from the car, Haoden Ye looked angrily at the opposite van.

And that’s when the van doors opened and seven or eight people got out of
the van, each of them with machetes in their hands!

With a slight frown, Haoden Ye knew that the other party was coming from a
bad place.

As soon as the people on the other side saw Haoden Ye come out, they
rushed over with their machetes!

Not far away inside a teahouse, a pair of exuberant hands picked up a teacup,
and their red lips took a sip of tea.

“Sister Zhou, why do you have time to come here!”

A huge man stood respectfully in front of the coquettish woman.

“That bastard Xu Tai chased me to the hall, I have nothing to do but hide and
be quiet and clear!”The woman held her chin and looked at Haoden Ye, who
was surrounded by a gang of thugs in the distance, her mouth slightly raised.

This woman was all flirtatious in every move, and just one smile alone made
the big man in front of her, who was loyal to her, jump in his heart.



“Mr. Xu is also a prominent figure in Dan City, he’s good friends with the
former captain of the criminal police team, Captain Zou, he’s powerful in Dan
City and worthy of Sister Zhou!”The hanyou smiled and stole a glance at the
two clusters of snowy white exposed by the woman’s open collar.

It’s like every man in the club lusts after this woman far more than he is loyal
to her, and even though he’s almost forty, this woman is still the object of their
lust.

With a slight glance of her large feminine eyes, Zhou clearly saw his greedy
gaze, and the smile on her lips grew even wider.

She shifted her position to expose more skin on her chest and twisted her
waist to reveal part of her ample buttocks.

The man’s heart jumped at the sight of this woman’s awfulness, and he
quickly averted his eyes.

“Nice guy though, just a little more honest, I’d prefer a wilder, more violent
man!”Sister Zhou’s gaze turned to Haoden Ye again and lightly laughed, “I’m
afraid this group of people you’ve found will be at a disadvantage!”

The man had already averted his eyes, and he was afraid he wouldn’t be able
to look away if he looked at the woman one more time.

Eyes fell on Haoden Ye, the man frowned, “I don’t understand what Sister
Zhou means, these people I’m looking for are outlaws, he’s only one person!”

Sister Zhou pursed her lips and looked at him, “How about a bet?If he fights
off your men, I’ll spend the night with you, and if you lose… after that your hall
gives the company a ten percent increase in its share!”

The man’s face reddened as he listened with a thrill.



To get this woman is what all the men in the club crave, and he’ll do it if there’s
a chance he’ll live ten years less!

The man was almost about to utter a good word out of his mouth, but the
sentence came to his mind with a violent ling!

“Sister Zhou is joking, how dare I hit on you!”The man just felt a chill down his
spine and was careful.

Sister Zhou narrowed her eyes, glanced at him and giggled, “What are you
afraid of!Your sister Zhou is a woman too, I haven’t had a man since I had that
girl, and you don’t want to fight for that chance?”

The man swallowed his saliva and quickly revealed a look of loyalty, “Sister
Zhou, Dagger is loyal to you and perceives his will, if you don’t believe me,
just kill me!”
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With a giggle, Zhou gave him a disappointed glance.

The man kept his head down and didn’t see it, or he would have regretted it.

In the distance, Haoden Ye swept his gaze over a few people holding
machetes and frowned, “Who are you guys sent here!”

“You’re about to be a dead man, so why are you asking all this!”One of the
Chinese characters holding a machete smirked caricately.

Frowning slightly, Haoden Ye didn’t panic in the slightest, but spoke sincerely,
“I hope you guys don’t do anything, if there is any difficulty, I can help solve it,
definitely do it, you’re committing murder!”



Several people laughed at the news.

“Boy, you’re crazy, don’t you know that the brothers are just out?Going in is
going home!”The man just now laughed and looked at Haoden Ye like he was
a fool.

Sighing slightly, Haoden Ye took a step back with one foot and made a Wing
Chun stance.

Seeing his actions, the group of people even laughed wildly.

“Ouch, and Wing Chun!”

“Boy, you were making movies then, weren’t you!”

Contemptuous laughter rose and fell, and several people looked at each
other, but they saw that a siege had been formed, not worrying that Haoden
Ye had escaped and immediately made preparations to attack.

Just at this time, a voice suddenly sounded.

“Stop it all!”

The voice was loud and favorable, shocking to the ears.

A few of the outlaws turned their heads and saw three figures running from a
short distance away.

In a flash, they were on their heels.

One of the outlaws simply took the three men back, raising his machete and
lunging at the man.



However, he had only just reached the man when he felt as if a heavy stone
was pressed against his chest and his entire body flew out across the room.

The sudden change left the gang of outlaws stunned.

By the time they reacted, three of them had already reached Haoden Ye and
surrounded him in a triangle formation.

“Mr. Yeh, are you alright!”Mi Yu looked nervously at Haoden Ye.

Seeing the three of them, Haoden Ye was also quite surprised and surprised,
“Why are you three here?”A glance at the car in the distance, “You guys have
been following me this whole day?”

Seeing that Haoden Ye was fine, Miyu was relieved and quickly said, “Well,
we’ve been following you from afar, don’t worry, we’ll never bother you!”

With a bitter smile, Haoden Ye could only helplessly shake his head.

It seems that Miyu takes this promise very seriously, but then Haoden Ye,
doesn’t have to do it himself.

“You three should have no problem dealing with them!”Haoden Ye swept a
glance at the gang of outlaws.

“Hey, that’s what Mr. Ye thinks of our brothers!”Misch sneered and looked
unhappy, “Mr. Ye wants to be crippled or whole!”

The gang of outlaws were furious at being raided by the three of them, and
when they heard this they became furious and glared at them, “I see you guys
are looking for death!”

What follows is a brutal drama of abuse.



Mi Zhu is fine, he doesn’t strike harshly, but Mi Shu and Mi Yu are different,
they strike, they are greeted to the most ruthless.

The method of inflicting maximum pain on a person across the street without
great damage to his limbs, they can know very well.

The screams kept coming….

In the distance, Zhou watched the gang take a beating and giggled, “See, I
told you, your people are going to suffer!”

The man looked very ugly, these people were not only outlaws, but also good
fighters, but they were bullied so badly.

“Zhou, I’ll let the others get on!”The man swallowed, careful of the woman.

“Well, the Foresters are asking, even if it’s a loss-making business, take my
people with you!”With a grin, Zhou stood up and said, “I’ll go over there too,
it’s not wonderful to watch from afar!”

If they were to simply subdue these people, it wouldn’t have taken Mi Yu and
the three of them five minutes, but they were saving to show off in front of
Haoden Ye, so they all tried to show their force as much as possible.

There was no danger, so create danger and then show Haoden Ye how he
cleverly defused it.

Better hang some lottery, Haoden Ye must feel sorry for them.

When Haoden Ye was happy, the family side was happy, and Miyu’s reentry
into the family was more promising.



So what could have been over in three minutes, they played for a full five
minutes.

And at that moment, three vans pulled up at the intersection and twenty more
people came down from them.

Once he saw that the other side was overmanned, Miyu looked ugly.

It was meant to be a performance, but it’s a lot of people, so it’s going to be
difficult.

They weren’t worried about not being able to beat him, but there were so
many people, if they hurt Haoden Ye, they would be screwed.

“Misch, stop playing and clean them up!”Miyu cautiously reminded Mischief
that his hand was sharp.

Seeing someone coming from the other side, Haoden Ye’s heart tensed up.

Now even if he did, I’m afraid it would be impossible to clean up the gang
without anyone getting hurt.

While Miyu and the others were worried about Haoden Ye, Haoden Ye was
worried about Miyu and the others.

Keeping his eyes on the battle, Haoden Ye found his chance and quickly said
to Mi Yu and the others, “I’ll go first, you guys don’t bother with them, let’s go
to the police!”

Mi Yu was delighted to hear that Haoden Ye was leaving, with Haoden Ye
here, they always had to be wary of him, and as long as he was gone, they
didn’t care.



Finding the opportunity, Haoden Ye pulled out and ran off in the other
direction.

The newly arrived gang hadn’t joined the battle yet, watching Haoden Ye run
away from afar and quickly raised their machetes to chase after him.

Haoden Ye was ruthlessly familiar with this generation, so he ran directly to
the nearest cafe.

Just a short distance away, I came face to face with a woman coming this
way.

The voluptuous body and flirtatious pretty face made Haoden Ye look mentally
unsettled.

This woman is really…slutty!

For some reason the word that popped into Haoden Ye’s mind was this!

Quickly sobering up, Haoden Ye raced to the woman’s front and grabbed her:
“Go hide in the cafe!”

A group of people behind the chase anxious, this woman just blocked the
road, see her thin legs and waist, must not run fast, if blocking the way of the
gang, it is guaranteed that someone hot hand to destroy flowers.

Not wanting the woman to be implicated by herself, Haoden Ye could only pull
the woman along and run.

It’s not far from the cafe anyway, so let’s drop the woman off at the cafe first.



The woman was pulled by Haoden Ye and was slightly startled, she was the
one who didn’t expect Haoden Ye to run in her direction, so she couldn’t
dodge.

Only two steps away, the woman screamed and broke her heels.

Haoden Ye heard the voice, turned his head to see is a bitter laugh, no good,
“I really do not understand why you women want to wear high heels, no is
trouble!”
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The woman’s pretty face flashed with a touch of coldness, and suddenly felt
her waist tighten, but she was actually held up by Haoden Ye.

The woman shrieked again and the whole thing just stayed there.

In over ten years, no man has ever dared to come this close to him!

The anger on her pretty face faded and the woman actually looked amused.

Holding the woman in his arms, Haoden Ye pulled away and ran into the cafe.

This kind of cafe usually does good business at night, and there aren’t many
people during the day. Haoden Ye had a chance to run all the way up the
stairs, and it was easy to get to the second floor and find a private room to
hide in.

“Not a bad body, I can’t believe how fast you can run with me in your arms…
This chest is pretty strong too… The breath is hot and strong, so it looks like
the body is good too!”



The woman’s pretty face faintly blushed, her eyes staring at Haoden Ye’s
chest.

Suddenly, the body lifted off the ground and the woman landed on the sofa
chair.

“Ouch!”The beautiful woman’s buttocks fell raw, tearfully staring at Haoden Ye,
the good feeling she had just had was gone.

“What are you doing!”The beautiful woman glared at Haoden Ye and scolded
him, her voice not low in decibels.

Haoden Ye next jumped, hurriedly jumped to the woman with an arrow step
and reached out to block the woman’s mouth anxiously, “You be quiet, that
gang is after me, if you continue to make noise, they might even kill you with
them!”

The two of them were almost body to body at this point, and Haoden Ye
pressed down on the beautiful woman in a condescending manner, a soft
feeling coming from his arm.

Haoden Ye subconsciously looked down and happened to see those two
bulges that were squeezed out by his arms, his heart just jumped!

It’s so informative, it’s just too much!

Unconsciously, Haoden Ye’s face turned red, and his nostrils felt moist.

Seeing how nervous he looked, the anger in the beautiful woman’s heart
instantly disappeared and a smile actually appeared in the corner of her eyes.

She wiggled her waist and motioned for Haoden Ye to let go of the hand that
was gagging her mouth.



Haoden Ye quickly let go of the beauty, touched a nose, actually bleeding,
look embarrassed, quickly with clothes wipe study.

“Well, it wasn’t you who got me into this!I’m walking fine, why did you drag me
in!”The beauty made an aggrieved look.

This remark made Haoden Ye a little less embarrassed and quickly said,
“Sorry, I’m afraid you’ll be implicated by me!”

“Oh, then you’re a hero, do you want me to give you my life in return?”The
beautiful girl showed a charming smile, waist twisted a bit, the kind of sexy
provocation.The human style made something in Haoden Ye’s heart jump
rapidly.

“This lady, you can’t be serious!”Haoden Ye made a serious look, attempting
to tell the pretty girl that things were now ruthlessly serious: “Those guys are
outlaws, they really dare to kill!”

“Miss?”The beauty giggled at that, “How old do you think I am?”

Haoden Ye laughed bitterly in his heart, thinking that this woman’s brain circuit
was abnormal?

It was such a time as this that she cared about it.

Eyes unintentionally swept over the beautiful woman’s breasts, and Haoden
Ye said in his heart, “You’re big, so big that I’m getting a nosebleed.”

On the face, however, he was very serious: “I don’t know, twenty-five or
sixteen!Don’t take me for a joke, it’s really viciously dangerous right now, I’ll
see what’s going on outside, if not you go out first!”



The beauty suddenly giggled at his words, her pretty face flushed red as she
said, “Twenty-five or sixteen?You’re a visionary, I’m old enough to be your
mother!”

Just now she was hip-hopping, and now she’s saying this kind of flower,
Haoden Ye’s heart also couldn’t help but be angry, no good, “Yes, you can be
a mother, you can be a grandmother!Auntie, will you be quiet!”

“Oh, I’m not going to lie to you, I had a daughter with a punk at sixteen, and
she’s nineteen this year!”

The beauty dragged her chin and looked a little sad.

Rao was now in a critical situation, and Haoden Ye was dumbfounded as he
listened.

He just couldn’t believe that the woman in front of him was over thirty!

Thud, thud, thud, a footstep sounded, it should be the gang coming up.

Haoden Ye’s heart was tight, and he quickly leaned on the door to listen to the
situation outside.

“You don’t have to be nervous, they won’t dare touch you if they see me!What
have you done to provoke people to deal with you like this!”Beautiful woman
lying on the sofa, the better body will be exposed, languid attitude of the road.

Haoden Ye wasn’t in the mood to talk to this woman right now, but was very
surprised at her words.

“I don’t know!”Haoden Ye looked at the woman curiously, “You must know very
powerful people in Dan City, they wouldn’t dare to touch you, can you help me
talk to that gang!”



“It’s useless for me to say!”The beautiful woman rolled her eyes and said,
“They are Sister Zhou’s people, that demoness is famous in the underground
world of Dan City!”

“Sister Chow?”Haoden Ye was slightly stunned at this and said off the top of
his head, “I know his daughter!”

“Well?”The beauty seriously sharp light, but the face of the face of interest:
“familiar?If it’s familiar, maybe you’ll be fine today!”

“Not really familiar, a good friend of mine is chasing her… Oh yeah, I also
know Zhou’s former little brother, named Wu Zongjian!”Haoden Ye hurriedly
said.

The beautiful woman looked surprised with a slight cluster of eyebrows.

“You said a friend of yours is chasing after Zhou’s daughter, who is that
friend?Maybe it’s because this Zhou is trying to deal with you!”The beauty
dragged her cheeks in curiosity.

“That’s impossible, that man is Holander’s son, Zyden, the president of the
Holander Group!”Haoden Ye shrugged his shoulders and listened to the
situation outside.

“Well?”The beauty’s face changed instantly, her eyes glowing.

“HongZyden…HongZyden…does he like last week’s sister’s daughter?I can’t
believe I didn’t know!”

“Of course you can’t know that, not even Holander knows about this!”Haoden
Ye rolled his eyes, heard the footsteps as much as they could, and quickly
said to the beauty, “I should run away again, since they don’t dare to touch
you, I’ll leave first!”



After Haoden Ye said that, he ran to the ledge.

At this height, he should be fine to jump.

“You wait!”The beauty sat up from the sofa and quickly ran behind Haoden Ye,
“No, you have to take me with you, I was just talking to you for fun, you leave
me behind, what if I get hurt by them!”

Haoden Ye stared at her viciously, “Then what were you talking nonsense
about!”

Looking at the ledge, Haoden Ye smiled bitterly and said, “You hold me tight!”

“You’re going to jump!”The beauty looked at him in surprise, “That’s no good,
I’m afraid of heights!”

Smiling bitterly, Haoden Ye heard the sound of footsteps approaching and
said, “Then what do you say!”

The beauty swept her gaze around and pointed to a tea cabinet in the
distance, “There’s plenty of room in there, let’s go in and hide, the police
should be here later!”

Haoden Ye swept a glance and felt that her proposal was also good, so he
had to nod.

However open the tea cabinet Haoden Ye regretted it, the space inside was
too small, where could it accommodate two people!

Chapter 346
That beauty was voluptuous, and if she didn’t stuff herself in, Haoden Ye
wouldn’t even be able to discover that she was actually a bit fat!



“You be gentle, I’m a human being, not a quilt!”

The force was a bit too strong, and the beautiful woman made an angry noise
and looked at Haoden Ye.

Even so, that feminine and touching appearance made Haoden Ye’s heart
jump.

However, the beauty was in, and Haoden Ye was having a bit of a hard time
trying to tuck himself in.

While hesitating, the beautiful woman suddenly lifted her hips and smiled
coquettishly, “Compromise you, be a meat pad for me!”

With a hot face, Haoden Ye had a chance to see the gaping heartbeat speed
up.

There was a knock on the door, and Haoden Ye couldn’t care less about many
things and got in with a cat.

The space inside was very cramped, the two people were almost body to
body, and the beautiful woman’s hips were sitting on Haoden Ye’s thighs.

As soon as the door closed, the light inside dimmed, the sound of each other’s
breathing was clearly audible, and the gas exhaled by the beautiful woman
sprayed Haoden Ye’s face, making his body hot and bloody.

Gulping, Haoden Ye looked over at the pretty girl, wanting to say something
apologetic.

After all, this is a situation that seems to be taking advantage of itself.

I didn’t want to look up and find a beautiful woman looking at him.



The light was dim, but the two men were face to face and could see each
other’s looks clearly.

The beautiful woman now had a smile on her face, like she was having fun.

The corners of his mouth were slightly hooked, and there was a flirtatious
taste inside his large, flirtatious eyes.

Those eyes looked at Haoden Ye with a sense of frustration, feeling like he
was being molested by her.

In order to show off his manhood, Haoden Ye’s eyes were stern and gave the
pretty girl a hard stare, telling her that this was a serious matter.

The beauty flinched slightly, whirling her face to smile even more, her jade
arm raised, suddenly hooking around Haoden Ye’s neck, and her red lips
pressed up.

With a sharp shock in his heart, Haoden Ye hurriedly body retreated.

But there was just so much space, and when he leaned back, his legs bent up
unconsciously to hold up the beautiful woman’s delicate body.

The beauty was also caught off guard, the hips from his thighs on his belly,
shocked beauty “ouch” sound.

The beautiful woman was still the first time to offer a kiss so actively, she was
so reacted by Haoden Ye to reject, her heart was angry, her hips went down,
and the pressure of Haoden Ye’s abdomen was painful.

It was at this moment that the door to the room was kicked open.



“Dagger!What a misunderstanding, the man you say is really not hiding with
us!”It was the voice of the cafe manager.

“Get the hell out of here, I saw him come in here, and there’s still a mistake to
be made!”Then there was a gruff voice.

Haoden Ye’s heart tightened, and he quickly gestured to the beauty to silence.

The pretty girl was obviously still mad about what had just happened, her
mouth pursed and her hips wiggled in an odd way.

The feeling it gave Haoden Ye was naturally incomparably shocking.

Feeling the change in Haoden Ye’s body, the beauty was stunned and whirled
around to giggle, a blush also appearing on her pretty face.

Meanwhile, the cafe manager seems to have been kicked out, and Knife takes
a group of men to search the house.

After searching for half a day and seemingly not finding two people, a man
said to Knives, “Knives, what are we going to do!”

Knife’s tone was also very anxious, and he stared at the man viciously, “I told
you to keep an eye on her, why did you let her go out on the street by herself,
if something happens to her, we all don’t want to hang around in Dan City!”

Haoden Ye, who was being mesmerized by the beautiful girl’s delicate body,
snapped back to his senses when he heard this, and said to himself, “The
‘she’ they’re talking about is obviously not me anymore, so why the hell isn’t
she here for me?”

“Dagger!How did we expect that kid to suddenly run here and hold her
hostage halfway across the country!”The man’s tone was bitter.



When Haoden Ye heard this, he was shaken and turned his head to look over
at the beauty.

It was obvious that the beautiful woman in front of her had a close relationship
with Knives.

The beautiful woman was now concentrating on wiggling her hips,
embarrassing Haoden Ye, and hearing the words God moved.

But she demonstrated it so well that Haoden Ye barely saw the flicker of
harshness in her eyes.

Seeing Haoden Ye look over, the beauty proudly raised her head as if telling
Haoden Ye, “My mother’s identity is not simple!”

“It seems that this beauty’s identity is really not simple, this Blade is afraid of
her, I should have known better than to let her hide in here… Hey, I just told
her to hide in here, just jump and run by herself, why hide in here with her!”

Thinking of this, Haoden Ye’s heart was infinitely frustrated.

Most of all he was chagrined by the embarrassment now showing on him and
the beautiful woman’s eyes that seemed to see right through him.

Outside, Blade took a long breath and spoke in a low tone, “Now it seems that
the kid is holding her hostage because he knows her identity, so he doesn’t
dare to do anything to her for now!Let’s get our men to close up right now and
wait for that kid to make a deal!”

After saying that, he stomped his foot viciously, “If she comes back, our good
days are over, hopefully… Hey, I told you that the Lin family is so close to Dan
City, why the forces have been unable to intervene, indeed the surname Lin is
evil Xing when she arrives in Dan City!”



“Brother Blade, let’s not talk about that, let’s hurry up and look for it again!”The
man kicked at the door and spat.

The two men finished as they took the man out.

Haoden Ye didn’t go out, and now he was being embarrassed.

Shifting her hips, the beautiful woman looked at him with a smile, “What’s
wrong?Can’t get out?”

Haoden Ye’s face was red, he had never seen such a bold and beautiful
woman before, and dryly laughed, “You go out first!”

“I don’t want to go out now, you heard what they said, you’re holding me
hostage, how dare I move!”Finished, but deliberately twisted his waist.

The cabinet shook, and Haoden Ye smiled bitterly and could only open the
door to get out.

He can now be described as ugly and despicable and disgraced.

The beautiful woman did not shy away from looking at him in the slightest,
pretty out of the closet, petite body thrown onto the sofa, patting her full
breasts, “Bored to death, you’re a bad man, let me hide in there, is
deliberately taking advantage of it!”

“You’re not the one who told us to hide in…I think Knives is pretty scared of
you, who the hell are you?”Haoden Ye knew that the beauty was fine, so he
relaxed his guard and looked at her curiously.

“Me, ah…” the pretty girl thought with a smile, “You want to get under my skin,
tell me about yourself first!”



Dumbfounded, Haoden Ye laughed bitterly.

Although this woman was mysterious, she didn’t seem like a bad person, and
Haoden Ye said honestly, “What do you want to ask?I’m just a doctor!”

“Well, I don’t believe you’re a doctor when a man as big as Blade is after
you?”The beauty deflated her mouth, acting like Haoden Ye was being
dishonest, “Just now he said the surname Lin, he should be the Lin family in
Kyoto!How did you get into trouble with the Foresters?”

At the mention of the Lin family, Haoden Ye just laughed bitterly and had no
choice but to tell his feud with Lin Feng.

What he said was rather vague, to the effect that he had stolen Lin Feng’s
thunder.

Chapter 347
The beautiful woman listened and the corners of her mouth flashed with a
disdainful smile as she said, “The Lin family is really a generation down, back
then the Lin family… Forget it,” in the meantime, she said, “You just said that
you were related to the Holander family!?”

“Beauty, I asked the question first, how did it turn into me answering
you!”Haoden Ye felt something was wrong.

Shrugging her shoulders, the beauty chuckled lightly, “What are you
asking?I’ve even told you my age, what else do you want to know?”Saying
that, she suddenly sat up from the couch, her bright eyes fawning, “Do you
want to know any more personal questions?”

Haoden Ye’s face was hot, this woman was just too…, raising her hands and
feet was charming!



“What’s your name and why is Blade so afraid of you!”Haoden Ye dodged the
gaze of the beautiful woman.

“My name is… my best friend calls me Nine-Two, my closer friends call me
Nine-Nine, my lover calls me Baby, call me whatever you like!As for why
Brother Blade is so afraid of me, it should be because their boss owes me
money!”

Being asked a question by Haoden Ye, the beauty’s mood seemed to get
unhappy, lying down across the table and dragging her cheeks in boredom.

The plain hand lifted up her skirt with one hand or another, and the black
underwear was hidden inside.

“I’m afraid you didn’t hook up with someone’s boss!”Haoden Ye faintly
understood, his gaze swept over the beautiful girl’s delicate body, and then he
quickly dodged it, coughing dryly, “I’ll just call you Sister Jiuera, okay!”

“Gobble!”Jiuera giggled and looked askance at Haoden Ye, “Getting close, I’m
afraid it’s not for me to level things for you!That’s easy too, but you still have to
answer my questions!”

Haoden Ye really had this plan, this woman was so supernatural, it would be
good if she could help him defuse this matter.

He doesn’t look like he’s messing with the mob!

“I’m very familiar with the Holander family Zyden, I once saved his
life!”Haoden Ye was very honest.

At the words, the sharp light in Nine’s eyes flickered and her eyes narrowed
like a fox.



“You said Zyden was chasing Zhou Xiaojun?Doesn’t he know that Zhou
Xiaojun’s mother is a famous big sister in the Dao!”Nine asked with a pillow on
her arm, the tone not like talking to a stranger, but like chastising her own
men, with an undoubted sense of entitlement.

Haoden Ye gradually had a feeling of being enveloped by a woman’s aura,
and his heart produced an inexplicable feeling of obedience in his eyes.

“Shouldn’t know!”Haoden Ye shrugged his shoulders, “But he shouldn’t care!”

Nine turned her head to look at him, and there was a strange meaning in her
eyes.

“Well, I’ll level things up for you, sort of make friends with you!”Standing up
from the sofa, Jiu Er slowly walked over to Haoden Ye.

For some reason, Haoden Ye’s heartbeat suddenly quickened, as if he had a
hunch of what would happen, expectant and nervous.

Jiu Er walked up to Haoden Ye, and both of their breaths could be heard.

A finger was placed on Haoden Ye’s chin, and then his face was lifted up.

In front of the eyes, a pair of clear eyes, like a puddle of water.

“Puff!”Jiu Er suddenly laughed, her chest rising and falling violently, “No way,
you’re blushing for a grown man!Laughing my ass off!”

Haoden Ye looked embarrassed to the extreme, he had been restraining
himself just now, but for some reason, touching this woman, he couldn’t hold
himself back.



Dropping her hand, Jiu Er waved her hand at Haoden Ye and said, “Don’t
worry, Brother Blade won’t bother you in the future!”

Haoden Ye at this time red face and ears, hearing this embarrassing words of
this room are not to stay, quickly said a thank you to pull out foot frenzy.

“Pop!”

Twenty minutes later, it was the same room, and Knife had a red face and five
clear handprints on his cheeks!

“Sister Zhou, I’m sorry, I didn’t protect you!”Knife kept his head down, his face
hard.

“Pop!”

The words just fell out and I got another slap on the face.

“Sister Zhou, it’s my fault for not gathering the right information and not
knowing that kid had protection!”

“Pop!”

Another slap landed, and half of Knife’s face was swelling up.

With his face gradually turning purple and blue, Knife lowered his head, not
daring to say a word.

Following, Zhou returned to the couch and lounged, one hand resting on her
arm, “I’ll beat you up, not for the reasons you say, but because you’re a fool!”

Blade’s torso shook slightly, his fists slowly clenching.



“Disgruntled?”

Sister Zhou’s eyes narrowed and she sneered, “How many times have I told
you, there’s no need, don’t use force!Even if you’re going to move, you’ll have
to disassociate yourself first, and…”

She stopped talking about it.

Knife’s eyes were filled with aggravation and resignation, but he didn’t dare to
look up for fear that Zhou would see the look on his face.

“And be sure to find out what the other side is up to, and get all the bright and
dark cards right before you do anything!”

Knife gritted his teeth, suppressing his anger.

The sharp light inside her bright eyes flashed, and Sister Zhou sneered, “Did
you make a clear inquiry?”

Seeing the opportunity to defend himself, Brother Knife naturally wouldn’t let it
go and quickly raised his head, “Sister Zhou, I’ve made some clear inquiries,
that kid is a pharmacy owner, a bit related to the Spiritual Medicine Hall, his
father-in-law is…”

“So you know that he’s friends with HongZyden?”Sister Zhou did not wait for
him to finish, her face suddenly bursting with a fierce coldness.

Knife was shaken and looked at Zhou in stunned silence.

“Holander… Zyden Holander… how could he be related to Zyden Holander!”

“Rokuko, you get in here!”Zhou didn’t even look at him, facing the door.



The door to the room opened and Six entered from the outside, closing the
door gently, then walked respectfully to Sister Zhou and said respectfully,
“Sister Zhou!”

“Tell him!”Zhou closed her eyes and didn’t even look at the two of them.

“Brother Dagger, Sister Zhou is right, this kid does have a relationship with
HongZyden, and he’s not even close to… Assistant Liu!”

At the mention of Liu Fei Leng, Sister Zhou’s eyebrows moved.

This side of the knife had shivered at the sound of it, and his legs went limp.

“The Holander family’s power is in Dan City, which is close to Kyoto and right
under the Lin family’s nose, and the reason the two families haven’t fought so
far is because the Holander family’s strength, though weaker than the Lin
family, is no less powerful!”

Sister Zhou took a deep breath and finally spoke up.

“The Holander family is good at using people with outside surnames,
preventing the emergence of some unworthy sons in our clan from taking
control of power, while also being able to cage in a number of people and train
a number of talents!The Wu and Cai families in Dan City, the Long and Xu
families in the south, they’re all Holander’s fists and feet!”

“It can be said that the Holander family’s roots are out there and so is its
strength!This kid is friends with the Holander Clan, it’s still unknown what
future the Holander Clan plans to arrange for him, and if the Lin Clan wants to
trouble him, how dare you manipulate him!”

Zhou’s fists clenched slowly as she became more and more atmospheric.

Knife had dropped to his knees in shock, his body unable to stop shivering.



Chapter 348
Slowly, Sister Zhou opened her eyes and looked at Knife, “How do you think I,
a weak woman, would be able to get a foothold in the Holander’s territory if
the Holander’s knew about this?”

By now Blade’s face was pale!

There are some things that are obviously not very complicated, but when
smart people think about it, they are complicated.

Whether the Holander family had any plans to cultivate Haoden Ye, Sister
Zhou didn’t know.

Lin Feng had actually arranged another group of people to help Zhao
Chengyu save Haoden Ye, and she couldn’t have known.

However, Zyden Holander and Haoden Ye became friends and Lin Feng was
a member of the Lin family, so she had to think more.

Walking down this road, thinking about it more might breed trouble, but it was
her skill at keeping her alive!

That’s why she, a woman, was able to build a huge mob empire
single-handedly.

Judging the situation, being thoughtful, and knowing how to control her men
are all skills she has.

It was also under her influence that the Dan City gangsters began to do things
very carefully, knowing how to hide themselves and what to do and what not
to do.



One could say that the one who truly submits to this woman is because she is
smart enough.

Follow smart people, even pigs, and they get smart.

The wise man, Little Six, didn’t wait for Sister Zhou to say something and
leaned in to Dagger’s ear and laughed, “Dagger, we’re all good brothers who
have fought together, and I don’t want to embarrass you, so you can see for
yourself!Sister Zhou’s rules are strict and there’s nothing a brother can do
about it!”

Knife’s tiger body shook and stood up openly, “Sister Zhou, Knife understands
that he has done something wrong, and I won’t let you be embarrassed!”

Afterwards, he pulled out a dagger, the blade between his pinky and ring
finger, and slammed his arm.

Blood splattered everywhere, pinky finger on the ground.

The surrounding group of boys paled at the sight of it.

Xiaoliu looked at Sister Zhou, which then quickly pulled out a handkerchief to
bandage Knife.

“You can spend two days in abeyance, and leave the Green Wave Street
matter to Little Six for now!”Zhou opened her eyes and glanced at the two
men.

“Sister Zhou, do you want me to look for Haoden Ye, I’m kind of friends with
him!”Xiaoliu was careful as she bandaged up Blade.

“What are you doing!”Sister Zhou glared at him: “You don’t show this face, this
matter I am also happy to pretend not to know, vague past save forget it, you



show your face, don’t you tell the Holander family I already know about this
matter?”

Dagger nodded busily at the words.

“You go find Xiao Wu and set up an appointment with him, I’m going to take
him out to dinner, also… that girl Xiao Jun, tell her to come home this
afternoon, I have something to talk to her about!”

Zhou said lazily and closed her eyes.

Leaving the cafe, Haoden Ye called Mi Yu first, and the two agreed to meet at
the pharmacy.

Seeing Miyu and the three of them again, Haoden Ye was shocked.

Mi delusion was fine, just a little arm wounded, and both Mish and Miyu were
in a mess, especially Must, with two bloody scars on their chests.

If they hadn’t come to cover it up so well, they probably wouldn’t have made it
to the pharmacy before the police detained them.

Lin Xiang was stunned when he saw the miserable state of the three men.

Pulling the three people to the alchemy room, Haoden Ye quickly grabbed
some herbs to heal their wounds.

“Mr. Yeh, don’t worry, we’ll be fine!”

I don’t know if it was because of the blood loss, but Miyu had a few pale faces,
but he was still very calm.

Seeing his forced smile, Haoden Ye’s heart was somewhat touched.



“I’m so sorry,” Haoden Ye sighed, “I’m the one who got you all into this!”

On hearing this, Mi Yu stood up with generosity and patted his chest, “Mr. Ye
don’t say that, we as bodyguards, since we have chosen this path, we have
already put life and death out of our minds!”

Haoden Ye’s heart was so hot that he almost hugged him and cried.

Thinking that Miyu was now covered in injuries, Haoden Ye gave up on the
idea.

After patching them up, Haoden Ye sent them to the second floor to rest.

The second floor had been empty, and Haoden Ye had simply decorated it,
not even a bed, but Miyu and the others didn’t pick it.

When the three of them went upstairs, Mi Yu saw Haoden Ye leave and
smiled at Mi Shu, “See, I said it works!”

Mi Shu gave him a thumbs up, “Still, Gongzi is smart, I was worried that he
would see the wounds we made ourselves!”

Mi deludedly looked at the two people’s happy faces and showed some guilt
as he said, “Young Master, Second Brother, are we overdoing it!”

“You silly big man, learn more from Mischief!”Miyu rolled his eyes, “Did we
violate the principles of Miya’s bodyguard?No!We’re just trying to gain Haoden
Ye’s sympathy!”

Upon hearing that, Mi delusion could only laugh bitterly.

In fact, the three of them had no trouble at all to clean up Brother Blade’s
gang, at first it was Mi Yu who wanted to take credit for it, so he deliberately



let the water down, then he had to protect Haoden Ye, so it was inevitable that
he would be left out.

With Haoden Ye gone, they could put on their fists, plus Blade’s gang was
busy chasing Haoden Ye and didn’t want to get romantically involved.

Miyu and the others were going to chase after Brother Blade and the others,
but they didn’t want to run into the people that Zhao Chengyu had brought to
save Haoden Ye.

They didn’t know that Zhao Chengyu was helping Haoden Ye and thought that
he was Blade’s and his men’s rescuer, so they fought them.

The people that Zhao Chengyu had brought with him were all bodyguards that
the Zhao family had arranged for him, so naturally their strength wasn’t weak
either.

After the two parties spent some time, the police came to kill them, and they
had to separate, Mi Yu went to find Haoden Ye, while Zhao Cheng Yu ran
away with the others in a muddle.

Two battles, only Mi deluded hung wounded, Mi Shu and Mi Yu are fine, but if
they go to deliver like this, this fight is considered a waste of time, so Mi Yu
suggested that the three of them each get themselves some wounds.

Mi delusional and honest, not wanting to make a false claim, Miyu and Miush
hang themselves a little.

Here Haoden Ye settled the three people and went down to look for Lin cheng.

At this time, Lin Xiang was looking upstairs, thinking that Haoden Ye would
come down later to ask about the situation.

“Who are the three of them, you’re not going to get in trouble out there!”



Lin Xiang was worried like a little wife, pulling Haoden Ye to ask.

“They’re my bodyguards, and I was just blocked on the road by the
Foresters!”Haoden Ye quickly explained, looking relaxed that he could handle
it.

After hearing this, Lin Xiang was on fire and made a mental note of Lin Feng.

“Let’s not talk about this for now, the pill that cures you, I’ve refined it!”

Haoden Ye looked delighted, yet he didn’t see joy on Lin Xiang’s face.

“You’ll be better in no time!”Haoden Ye thought she didn’t hear clearly and
increased her tone.

“Huh?Ah!”Lin Xiang seemed to have reacted with a smile on his face, but it
was a bit far-fetched.

“What’s wrong?Aren’t you happy?”Haoden Ye wondered.

“Nothing!”Lin Xiang lowered his head and his face flashed with sadness.

Chapter 349
Haoden Ye frowned and looked at Lin Qi in confusion.

“Are you worried about the danger of taking the drug?Don’t you worry!”

Patting his chest, Haoden Ye handed the medicine to Lin Yao, “This medicine
is absolutely safe, try it!”

When he received the medicine, cheerful Lin became even more depressed.



“Boss, I’m not feeling well today and I want to go home and rest!”

After saying that, Lin Xiang turned around and walked away.

Looking at her back, Haoden Ye frowned.

Seeing her lost look, Haoden Ye was not in a good mood either.

The herbs that you’ve worked so hard to get, this girl can’t recognize a good
heart.

Leaving the pharmacy, Lin Qi walked down the street in a daze.

These days at the drugstore, talk about being an actor’s sensation, or being a
forest lady’s one and done.

But she really appreciated the quickness of a small life, plain but fulfilling.

And, inside of such a day, there is someone else who is holding himself back.

“About to say goodbye to these days?”

Suddenly there was a coldness on his face, and Lin Xiang subconsciously
touched his cheeks and burst into tears.

“I can’t believe I’m crying.”

Having grown up so much, cheerful Lin has forgotten when she cried!

When Lin Yao looked at the pills in his hand, his eyes hesitated.

Taking out his cell phone, Lin cheng dialed a number.



“Little bad!”Lin Yao sniffed his nose.

“My lady of the forest, you could have called!”

On the other end of the phone, like a sparrow singing, “If you don’t call me, I’m
going to find you!Are you going to worry me to death, Missy?”

“I’m going back!”Lin Xiang said, suddenly unable to suppress the urge to
choke.

No one noticed the girl’s sadness as the city’s roads were lined with traffic and
a car passed her by.

There was silence on the other end of the phone for a while and the voice
softened, “What’s wrong?What’s going on?”

“Nothing!”Lin Xiang raised his hand and wiped the tears from his face, “Help
me arrange a concert in Dan City, I’ve thought of a song!”

“Performing… a concert?Are you sure you’re in okay shape?”The voice on the
other end of the phone was full of concern, “Why don’t you wait no longer, I
can stall the company for a bit!”

“No need,” Lin Xiang took a deep breath and said, “When it’s time to break, it’s
time to suffer!”When she finished, she hung up the phone and crouched down
on the floor, sobbing quietly.

The pills were only the second stage of treatment, and there was a third stage
of treatment that Haoden Ye hadn’t told Lin cheng yet.

Not knowing when she would be back, Haoden Ye could only send her a text
message, and comforted the girl in it again.



Seeing that it was getting late, Haoden Ye went home.

After dinner, Maya Shen hadn’t returned yet, so Haoden Ye took a shower and
rested by himself.

A little sleepy just now, Maya Shen came back here and collapsed on the bed
as soon as she entered, exhausted.

“Is the company busy?”Haoden Ye quickly got up and rubbed his wife’s
shoulders.

He was proficient in the art of medicine and naturally knew how to massage
acupuncture points, which Maya Shen was very much used to.

“Well!The company is growing fast now, so many things to work on!”Maya
Shen turned her head, letting her pretty face come out from under the covers,
and took a deep, tired breath.

Looking at his wife’s tiredness, Haoden Ye was heartbroken.

Suddenly thinking of the pills, Haoden Ye took out the Beauty Pill and said,
“This is the pill I made especially for you, try it!”

“I’m so sleepy, I don’t want to eat!”Maya Shen wiggled her petite body and
pampered herself under the covers.

“Be good, open your mouth and eat it!”Haoden Ye put the pills to her mouth.

An aroma entered her nostrils and Maya Shen’s spirit was invigorated,
opening her eyes to look at the pills, “It smells good!”

As she spoke, she opened her mouth, her deep tongue sending the pills into
her mouth with a hook.



The little tongue touched the tip of Haoden Ye’s tongue, making Haoden Ye’s
heart tremble.

Strangely, at this moment, the image of Sister Jiuera suddenly appeared in his
mind.

The pills melted in the mouth, and an aroma flowed downstream, slowly
entering Maya Shen’s internal organs.

A warmth reverberated, and Maya Shen only felt very relaxed everywhere on
her body.

“Grrr!”A sudden fragrance in her abdomen, Maya Shen fiercely covered her
stomach and got up to glare at Haoden Ye, “What did you give me to eat, so…
so unpleasant!”

Just get up and run to the bathroom!

Haoden Ye was surprised at what he saw, and even got up to follow, and as
soon as he reached the door, he saw Maya Shen changing her clothes, as if
she needed to go to the bathroom.

“Get out of my way!”Maya Shen blushed and gave Haoden Ye a vicious stare.

Haoden Ye hurriedly closed the door and heard an electric thunderclap inside.

“Um…it doesn’t seem very graceful for a beautiful woman to have diarrhea.”

Listening to the sounds inside, Haoden Ye unconsciously touched his nose.

They were both old married, but he didn’t mind.



I don’t know how long had passed, but Maya Shen opened the door and a
strong stench wafted out from inside.

“Haoden Ye, I’m going to kill you!”

Just out of the bathroom, Maya Shen pounced on Haoden Ye.

Haoden Ye was caught off guard and was pounced on by her, his hands
pressed against the bed.

At this time, Maya Shen’s pretty face was blushing with shame, “You
nuisance!I’m going to fight you!”

As a beautiful woman, she was very concerned about her image, and now
that she was so embarrassed in front of her beloved, how would she ever
meet anyone!

The old lady was angry, and it was reasonable to say that Haoden Ye
shouldn’t laugh, but seeing her shy appearance, Haoden Ye couldn’t help but
laugh.

That scene just now was really bad enough for the image.

“And you’re laughing!”Maya Shen stared with both eyes and said coquettishly,
“I’ll bite you to death!”

Haoden Ye jumped and quickly rolled over and pressed his wife underneath
him, explaining verbally, “Don’t be angry, you were detoxifying just now, and
my pills are the ones that can get all the toxins out of your body!”

“I don’t believe you!”Being pressed down by Haoden Ye condescendingly,
Maya Shen’s heartbeat suddenly quickened, but thinking of the
embarrassment just now, she felt angry again.



“Look in the mirror if you don’t believe me!”Haoden Ye released his wife and
pointed at the mirror.

Looking at Haoden Ye suspiciously, Maya Shen got up from the bed and
walked to the mirror.

In the mirror, a girl with skin like snow, who still looks like herself, has
undergone a drastic change.

“My skin…so tender, so white…my waist!”

Maya Shen was full of surprise at the change in her face and was about to
jump for joy.

What girl doesn’t love beauty, and Maya Shen, who is naturally beautiful, is
especially demanding of herself.

“Honey, thank you!”With joy in her heart, Maya Shen ran to Haoden Ye and
hugged him.

Being pressed against his wife’s delicate body, Haoden Ye’s heartbeat
increased.

He also hugged Maya Shen backhandedly, enjoying the warmth of the
moment.

The two of them’s relationship heated up with this hug, and Haoden Ye’s
psyche was filled with happiness, wasn’t this the day he dreamed of?

Chapter 350
“Honey!”



In the embrace, Maya Shen’s voice was petulant.

“Well?”Haoden Ye hugged the beautiful woman and sucked on the scent of
her long hair.

“You have this medicine, do you still have it?”Maya Shen raised her head and
looked at Haoden Ye with two glowing eyes.

“Huh?”Haoden Ye smiled bitterly at the words, “This medicine costs over three
million, and I concocted it for someone else, and I gave it to you by the way!”

“Ah!”Maya Shen dragged out a long, disappointed tone, “There’s only this one
ah!”

“If you like it, I can even refine some for you later!”Haoden Ye thought for a
moment.

“No, this medicine is too expensive!”Maya Shen shook her head and sighed
quietly, “The company is making money now, but I want to take the money we
make and continue to expand the company!”

Shrugging his shoulders, Haoden Ye unconcernedly said, “You’re busy
enough now, what else do you want to expand, who’s going to pay me for
tiring my daughter-in-law?”

“Huh?”Maya Shen pushed Haoden Ye and said, “Don’t forget, you still owe the
company 200 million!”

A bitter smile flashed across the corners of his mouth, and Haoden Ye shook
his head.

“Oh yeah, I forgot to tell you!”Haoden Ye remembered the auction and smiled,
“I just made some pills, and one of the people who’s running the auction is
going to be there, and they said my medicine could sell for almost 40 million!”



At his words, Maya Shen’s pair of eyes turned into two dollar signs in surprise,
“Really!So how much can you make this way!”

“If you deduct the cost, you should be able to make over thirty million, these
herbs are also auctioned off at an inflated price!”Haoden Ye smiled
heedlessly, his tone a bit smug again.

“Honey, you’re amazing!”Maya Shen’s face was immediately filled with little
stars of adoration, hugging Haoden Ye and kissing him on the cheek.

Haoden Ye’s heart was hot, one hand wrapped around her waist and kissed
her as well.

Maya Shen’s delicate body was slightly shaken, subconsciously wanting to
push Haoden Ye away, but she forcefully held back.

The beauty was tender, and Haoden Ye’s blood grew hot all over his body,
beginning to not just be satisfied with a simple kiss, hugging Maya Shen’s
waist and putting her down on the bed.

Slowly, a hand had touched the forbidden area, and Haoden Ye’s heart lifted.

“No…don’t!”Maya Shen suddenly began to resist violently and pushed
Haoden Ye away.

“Honey, what the hell is wrong with you?”Haoden Ye’s two eyes let out a
green light and became furious.

“Haoden Ye, I’m… I’m afraid!”The pained look on Maya Shen’s face.

She doesn’t know why, but she can never get past the last hurdle.

In fact, in her heart, she had completely accepted Haoden Ye.



But for some reason, the thought of what was to come made her fearful.

“Haoden Ye, we’re still young, I want to fight for two more years!”Maya Shen
lowered her head and finally spoke her mind.

“What do you mean!”Haoden Ye frowned and got up from the bed.

“Once we have…something like that happens, you have to want to have kids,
and if I’m pregnant, I’m not going to be able to work for a year!”Maya Shen’s
two hands tore at her clothes and her tone was very low.

Haoden Ye stared at his wife, his thoughts brought to the future by her.

As if a basin of cold water was poured over his head, Haoden Ye only felt no
desire at all.

“Maya, what do you mean!You don’t want kids?”Haoden Ye took a deep
breath, his tone depressingly terrible.

“Haoden Ye, I don’t mean that, I just think that it’s too early, the company can’t
do without me, and the family also…” said Maya Shen, and then I saw
Haoden Ye’s face stiffen up a little bit.

Maya Shen’s heart tensed up and watched as Haoden Ye looked taut, like a
volcano about to erupt.

“Haoden Ye, can you think about me, I’m only in my early twenties!”Maya
Shen cried out in frustration.

Haoden Ye’s face slowly relaxed as he looked at his wife who looked sad.

He took a deep breath and lay back down without saying a word.



Looking at his back, Maya Shen moved her lips and finally, without saying a
word, laid down on his narration.

The two of them were speechless all night, and when they woke up the next
morning, Haoden Ye was still sunken.

Maya Shen didn’t dare to mention last night’s incident, and the two of them
ate their meal in muffled voices.

“It’s getting more and more interesting now that our family lives!”

Haoden Ye and Maya Shen each left home, but Robert Shen didn’t leave, but
stared at his daughter and son-in-law’s back and tsked.

“You’re an old man, and where do you get off caring about your daughter and
son-in-law!”Milda Hao put his coat on him from behind and didn’t look good.

“Look at them both, they fought two days ago, then they were sweet and
sweet after that, and today they’re both tense again!”Robert Shen lifted his
nose and sniffed, “Autumn is coming, isn’t it!”

“Yes!Other young couples quarrel for days on end and then subside for a
while, but these two are quarrelling every now and then, which is not
normal!”Milda Hao nodded in a fury.

Thinking about it, she frowned and said, “Shall we persuade!”

“Don’t!”Robert Shen seemed like he had been disturbed from watching a good
show and waved his hands repeatedly, “A bit of fun, a bit of fun!”

Afterwards, he lifted his briefcase and went to work with his hands behind his
back, swinging.



Haoden Ye had been in a very irritable mood all morning, and for the first time,
he felt that there was still a layer of separation between himself and Maya
Shen.

In the past, he thought he was successful and had his wife’s approval, so the
two of them could live sweetly.

He now realizes that the problems that happened between other couples still
happen between them.

It put him in a very irritable mood, as he was completely inexperienced in
dealing with these things, and it wasn’t something the koi fish could help with.

When I arrived at the pharmacy, I found that the door was not open, and I
called Lin cheerfully twice, but the number showed up empty.

Haoden Ye had no choice but to open the door of the pharmacy himself.

All morning, Haoden Ye had been lying on the counter staring.

“Is Mr. Yeh there?”At noon, a figure walked into the drugstore and shouted into
it.

Haoden Ye raised his head but saw a petite girl standing in the doorway, the
girl had a good figure, belonging to the slender type, and her appearance was
also quite pretty.

“I am, is something wrong with you?”Haoden Ye put away his sadness and
smiled.

“Oh, our boss wants to see you about something!”The girl smiled sweetly at
Haoden Ye and pointed to the car at the door.



Haoden Ye heard the surprise in his heart and looked over to the car, the
window down, revealing a feminine and pretty face.

“Sister Jiuera!”Haoden Ye was surprised and hurried out the door.

In the car, Nine waved at him to get in.

Haoden Ye had to leave the pharmacy to the girl and got into the car.

The inside of the car is fragrant, and the beauty described as delicate and
silly, really really is a pleasure.


